We present a general and modular algorithmic framework for path planning of robots. Our framework combines geometric methods for exact and complete analysis of low-dimensional configuration spaces, together with practical, considerably simpler sampling-based approaches that are appropriate for higher dimensions. In order to facilitate the transfer of advanced geometric algorithms into practical use, we suggest taking samples that are entire low-dimensional manifolds of the configuration space that capture the connectivity of the configuration space much better than isolated point samples. Geometric algorithms for analysis of low-dimensional manifolds then provide powerful primitive operations. The modular design of the framework enables independent optimization of each modular component. Indeed, we have developed, implemented and optimized a primitive operation for complete and exact combinatorial analysis of a certain set of manifolds, using arrangements of curves of rational functions and concepts of generic programming. This in turn enabled us to implement our framework for the concrete case of a polygonal robot translating
and rotating amidst polygonal obstacles. We show that this instance of the framework is probabilistically complete. Moreover, we demonstrate that the integration of several carefully engineered components leads to significant speedup over the popular PRM sampling-based algorithm, which represents the more simplistic approach that is prevalent in practice.
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Introduction
Motion planning is a fundamental research topic in robotics with applications in diverse domains such as graphical animation, surgical planning, computational biology and computer games. For a general overview of the subject and its applications see [11, 25, 27] . In its basic form, the motion-planning problem is to find a collisionfree path for a robot or a moving object R in a workspace cluttered with static obstacles. The spatial pose of R, or the configuration of R, is uniquely defined by some set of parameters, the degrees of freedom (dof s) of R. The set of all robot configurations C is termed the configuration space of the robot, and decomposes into the disjoint sets of free and forbidden configurations, namely C free and C forb , respectively. Thus, it is common to rephrase the motion-planning problem as the problem of moving R from a start configuration q s to a target configuration q t in a path that is fully contained within C free .
Analytic Solutions to the General Motion Planning Problem
The motion-planning problem is computationally hard with respect to the number of dof s [33] , yet much research has been devoted to solving the general problem and its various instances using geometric, algebraic and combinatorial tools. The configuration-space formalism was introduced by Lozano-Perez [30] in the early 1980s. Schwartz and Sharir proposed the first general algorithm for solving the motion planning problem, with running time that is doubly-exponential in the number of dof s [37] . Singly exponential-time algorithms have followed [4, 9, 10] , but are generally considered too complicated to be implemented in practice.
Solutions to Low-Dimensional Instances of the Problem
Although the general motion-planning problem cannot be efficiently solved analytically, more efficient algorithms have been proposed for various low-dimensional instances [25] , such as translating a polygonal or polyhedral robot [2, 30] , and translation with rotation of a polygonal robot in the plane [3, 18, 36] . For a survey of related approaches see [38] . In recent years, considerable advances in robust implementation of computational geometry algorithms have led to a set of implemented tools that are of interest in this context. Minkowski sums, which allow representation of the configuration space of a translating robot, have robust and exact planar and three-dimensional implementations [15, 17, 42] . Likewise, implementations of planar arrangements 1 for curves [16, 40] , are essential components in [37] .
Sampling-Based Approaches to Motion Planning
The sampling-based approach to motion-planning has extended the applicability of motion planning algorithms beyond the restricted subset of problems that can be solved efficiently by exact algorithms [11, 27] . Sampling-based motion planning algorithms, such as Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) [22] , Expansive Space Trees (EST) [20] and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [26] , as well as their many variants, aim to capture the connectivity of C free in a graph data structure, via random sampling of robot configurations. This can be done either in a multi-query setting, to efficiently answer multiple queries for the same scenario, as in the PRM algorithm, or in a single-query setting, as in the RRT and EST algorithms. For a general survey on the subject see [11] . Importantly, the PRM and RRT algorithms were both shown to be probabilistically complete [21, 23, 24] , that is, they are guaranteed to find a valid solution, if one exists. However, the required running time for finding such a solution cannot be computed for new queries at run-time, and the proper usage of sampling-based approaches may still be considered somewhat of an art. Moreover, sampling-based methods are also considered sensitive to narrow passages in the configuration space, due to the highprobability of missing the passage.
This work is not the first to consider manifolds in the context of sampling-based motion planning. Several works considered manifolds representing configurations that adhere to some constraint on the robot (e.g., where torque constraints are valid). Berenson et al. [7] presented a planner that projects random samples onto such manifolds while Porta and Jaillat [32] presented a planner that plans on these constrained manifolds using numerical continuation methods for high dimensions, which provide numerical procedures to describe an implicitly defined variety using a set of local charts.
Hybrid Methods for Motion-Planning Few hybrid methods attempt to combine both deterministic and probabilistic planning strategies. Hirsch and Halperin [19] studied two-disc motion planning by exactly decomposing the configuration space of each robot, then combining the two solutions to a set of free, forbidden and mixed cells, and using PRM to construct the final connectivity graph. Zhang et al. [44] used PRM in conjunction with approximate cell decomposition, which also divides space to free, forbidden and mixed cells. Other studies have suggested to connect a dense set of near-by configuration space "slices". Each slice is decomposed to free and forbidden cells, but adjacent slices are connected in an inexact manner, by e.g., identifying overlaps between adjacent slices [13, pp. 283-287] , or heuristic interpolation and local-planning [28] . In [43] a 6 dof RRT planner is presented with a 3 dof local planner hybridizing probabilistic, heuristic and deterministic methods.
Contribution
In this study, we present a novel general scheme for motion planing via manifold samples (MMS), which extends sampling-based techniques like PRM as follows: Instead of sampling isolated robot configurations, we sample entire low-dimensional manifolds, which can be analyzed by complete and exact methods for decomposing space. This yields an explicit representation of maximal connected patches of free configurations on each manifold, and provides a much better coverage of the configuration space compared to isolated point samples. The manifold samples are deliberately chosen such that they are likely to intersect each other. This allows to establish connections between different manifolds. The general scheme of MMS is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A detailed discussion of the scheme is presented in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 3, we discuss the application of MMS to the concrete case of a polygonal robot translating and rotating in the plane amidst polygonal obstacles. We present in detail appropriate families of manifolds as well as filtering schemes that should also be of interest for other scenarios. Section 4 provides a proof of probabilistic completeness for this case. Although our software is prototypical, we emphasize that the achieved results are due to careful design and implementation on all levels. In Sect. 5 we present implementation details and experimental results, which show our method's superior behavior for several test cases vis-à-vis a common implementation of the sampling-based PRM algorithm. For example, in a narrow passage scenario we demonstrate a 58-fold improvement.
In the time that has passed since the submission of this paper, we made considerable progress in developing MMS, which is summarized in [34] and will appear in the upcoming proceedings of WAFR12; for more details see Sect. 6.
General Scheme for Planning with Manifold Samples
Preprocessing-Constructing Connectivity Graph We propose a multi-query planner for motion planning problems in a possibly high-dimensional configuration space. The preprocessing stage constructs the connectivity graph of C, a data structure that captures the connectivity of C using manifolds as samples. The manifolds are decomposed into cells in C free and C forb in a complete and exact manner; we call a cell of the decomposed manifold that lies in C free a free space cell (FSC) and refer to the connectivity graph as G. The FSCs serve as nodes in G while two nodes in G are connected by an edge if their corresponding FSCs intersect. See Fig. 1 for an illustration.
We formalize the preprocessing stage by considering manifolds induced by a family of constraints Ψ , such that ψ ∈ Ψ defines a manifold m ψ of the configuration space. The construction of a manifold m ψ and its decomposition into FSCs are carried out via a Ψ -primitive (denoted P Ψ ) applied to an element ψ ∈ Ψ . By a slight abuse of notation we refer to an FSC both as a cell and a node in the graph. Using this notation, Algorithm 1 summarizes the construction of G. In lines 3-4, a new manifold constraint is generated and added to the collection of manifold constraints X. In lines 5-7, the manifold induced by the new constraint is decomposed by the appropriate primitive and its FSCs are added to G.
Query Once the connectivity graph G has been constructed it can be queried for paths between two configurations q s and q t in the following manner: A manifold that contains q s (respectively q t ) in one of its FSCs is generated and decomposed. Its FSCs and their appropriate edges are added to G. We compute a path p in G between the FSCs that contain q s and q t . A path in C free may then be computed by planning a path within each FSC in p.
Desirable Properties of Manifold Families
Choosing the specific set of manifold families may depend on the concrete problem at hand, as detailed in the next section. However, it seems desirable to retain some general properties: (i) each manifold should be simple enough such that it is possible to decompose it into free and forbidden cells in a computationally efficient manner; (ii) the choice of manifold families should cover the configuration space, such that each configuration intersects at least a single manifold m ψ ; (iii) local transitions between close-by configurations should be made possible via cross-connections of several intersecting manifolds, which we term the spanning property. These properties, defined formally for the concrete case of a polygonal robot translating and rotating in the plane as discussed in Sect. 3 are used to provide a probabilistic completeness proof for that instance in Sect. 4.
Exploration and Connection Strategies
A naïve way to generate constraints that induce manifolds is by random sampling. Primitives may be computationally complex and should thus be applied sparingly. We suggest a general exploration/connection scheme and additional optimization heuristics that may be used in concrete implementations of the proposed general scheme. We describe strategies in general terms, providing conceptual guidelines for concrete implementations, as demonstrated in Sect. 3.
Exploration and Connection Phases
Generation of constraints is done in two phases: exploration and connection. In the exploration phase constraints are generated such that primitives will produce FSCs that introduce new connected components in C free . The aim of the exploration phase is to efficiently increase the coverage of the configuration space as much as possible. In contrast, in the connection phase constraints are generated such that primitives will produce FSCs that connect existing connected components in G. Once a constraint is generated, G is updated as described above. Finally, we note that we can alternate between exploration and connection, namely we can decide to further explore after some connection work has been performed.
Region of Interest (RoI)
Decomposing an entire manifold m ψ by a primitive P Ψ may be unnecessary. Patches of m ψ may intersect C free in highly explored parts or connect already well-connected parts of G while others may intersect C free in sparsely explored areas or less well-connected parts of G. Identifying the regions where the manifold is of good use (depending on the phase) and constructing m ψ only in those regions increases the effectiveness of P Ψ while desirably biasing the samples. We refer to a manifold patch that is relevant in a specific phase as the Region of Interest-RoI of the manifold.
Constraint Filtering
The goal of the connection phase is to improve the connectivity of the graph G. Thus, we would like to use manifolds that are likely to connect FSCs (the nodes of G) that do not yet belong to the same connected component of G.
As a consequence we suggest to apply a filter immediately after generating a constraint ψ . That is, we check whether the associated manifold m ψ could contribute to the connectivity of G. If this not the case we discard the constraint ψ , otherwise we indeed compute the (costly) decomposition of m ψ into FSCs and update the graph G accordingly.
The Case of Rigid Polygonal Motion
We demonstrate the scheme suggested in Sect. 2 by considering a polygonal robot R translating and rotating in the plane amidst polygonal obstacles. A configuration of R describes the position of the reference point (center of mass) of R and the orientation of R. As we consider full rotations, the configuration space C is the three dimensional space R 2 × S 1 .
Manifold Families
As defined in Sect. 2, we consider manifolds defined by constraints and construct and decompose them using primitives. We suggest the following constraints restricting motions of R and describe their associated primitives: The Angle Constraint fixes the orientation of R while it is still free to translate anywhere within the workspace; the Segment Constraint restricts the position of the reference point to a segment in the workspace while R is free to rotate.
The left part of Fig. 1 demonstrates decomposed manifolds associated to the angle (left bottom) and segment (left top) constraints. The angle constraint induces a twodimensional horizontal plane where the cells are polygons. The segment constraint induces a two-dimensional vertical slab where the cells are defined by the intersection of rational curves (as explained in Sect. 5.1).
We delay the discussion of creating and decomposing manifolds to Sect. 5.1. For now, notice that the Segment-Primitive is far more time-consuming than the Angle-Primitive.
Exploration and Connection Strategies
We use manifolds constructed by the Angle-Primitive for the exploration phase and manifolds constructed by the Segment-Primitive for the connection phase. Since the Segment-Primitive is far more costly than the Angle-Primitive, we focused our efforts on optimizing the former.
Region of Interest-RoI
As suggested in Sect. 2.2 we may consider the Segment-Primitive in a subset of the range of angles. This results in a somewhat "weaker" yet more efficient primitive than considering the whole range. If the connectivity of a local area of the configuration space is desired, then using this optimization may suffice while considerably speeding up the algorithm.
Generating Segments Consecutive layers (manifolds of the Angle Constraint) have a similar structure unless topological criticalities occur in C. Once a topological criticality occurs, an FSC either appears and grows or shrinks and disappears. We thus suggest a heuristic for generating a segment in the workspace for the Segment-Primitive using the size of the cell as a parameter where we refer to small and large cells according to pre-defined constants. The RoI used will be proportional to the size of the FSC. The segment generated will be chosen with one of the following procedures which are used in Algorithm 2.
Random Procedure Return a random segment from the workspace.
Large Cell Procedure Return a random segment in the cell.
Small Cell Procedure Intersect the FSC with the next (or the previous) layer. Return a segment connecting a random point from the FSC and a random point in the intersection.
Algorithm 2 Generate Segment Constraint (V , E)
1: if random_num([0, 1]) ≥ random_threshold then 2: return random_segment_procedure() 3: else 4: fsc ← random_fsc(V ) 5: α ← [size(fsc) − small_cell_size]/[large_cell_size − small_cell_size] 6: if random_num([0, 1]) ≥ α then 7: return small_cell_procedure(fsc,V ) 8: else 9: return large_cell_procedure(fsc,V ) 10: end if 11 if constraining_angle(fsc) ∈ RoI then 5: cc ids ← cc ids ∪ connected_component_id(v) 6: end if 7: end for 8: if |cc ids | ≤ 1 then 9: return filter_out 10: end if Constraint Filtering As suggested in Sect. 2.2, we avoid computing unnecessary primitives. All FSCs that will intersect a "candidate" constraint s, namely all FSCs of layers in its RoI, are tested. If they are all in the same connected component in G, s can be discarded as demonstrated in Algorithm 3.
Path Planning Query
For a query q = (q s , q t ), where q s = (x s , y s , θ s ) and q t = (x t , y t , θ t ), P Θ (θ s ) and P Θ (θ t ) are constructed and the FSCs are added to G. A path of FSCs between the FSCs containing q s and q t is searched for. A local path in an Angle-Primitive's FSC (which is a polygon) is constructed by computing the shortest path on the visibility graph defined by the vertices of the polygon. A local path in an FSC of a Segment-Primitive (which is an arrangement cell) is constructed by applying cell decomposition and computing the shortest path on the graph induced by the decomposed cells.
Probabilistic Completeness for MMS Applied to Rigid Polygonal Motion
We analyze the application of MMS to the case of a polygonal robot rotating and translating in the plane. We show that for any collision-free path γ a,b of clearance ρ > 0 between two configurations a and b, it is possible to construct a path from a to b with distance at most ρ from γ a,b on the union of manifolds used. Moreover the probability of finding such a path by the MMS algorithm increases exponentially with the number of samples.
Setting A configuration is defined by a three-dimensional point p = (x p , y p , θ p ) where x p , y p is the position of the reference point of the robot R in the workspace and θ p is the amount of counterclockwise rotation of R relative to its original placement. The configuration space is R 2 × S 1 . We assume that the workspace W is bounded by a box and by scaling both the translational and rotational parts, we consider the configuration space to be C = [0, 1] 2 × [0, 1). As R 2 × S 1 induces a periodic workspace and not a cube, when we consider angle differences, it is done modulo one.
MMS Algorithm
We consider two families (types) of manifolds, horizontal layers and vertical lines. 2 The MMS algorithm samples n p constraints for the lines, these constraints are points sampled uniformly from the xy-plane [0, 1] 2 . The MMS algorithm samples n θ constraints for the layers, these constraints are angles sampled uniformly from the θ -axis [0, 1). For a query (a, b) where a = (x a , y a , θ a ) and b = (x b , y b , θ b ), we assume that the MMS algorithm adds the horizontal layers at angles θ a , θ b .
Notation
We introduce the following notation and definitions used in the proof: 
Probabilistic Completeness Proof
Motivation and Outline In order to construct a path from a source configuration to a target configuration, we first show that for any two close-by configurations, it is possible to construct a path on the manifolds used by MMS such that the path starts from the vicinity of the source configuration and terminates at the vicinity of the target configuration. Two close-by configurations will be formally described as two points with distance no greater than ρ, while the vicinity of a point p will be formally described as B ρ 2 (p), the points of distance smaller or equal than ρ 2 from p. Manifolds that may induce a path between two close-by configurations are a ( ρ 2 -intersecting) horizontal layer intersecting the vicinity of the first point, a ( ρ 2 -intersecting) horizontal layer intersecting the vicinity of the second point and a (ρ-connecting) vertical line intersecting both layers. Moreover, the properties of the ρ-connecting vertical line will ensure that the path induced by these manifolds is within distance of at most ρ of either points. These properties will be shown in Lemmas 1, 2 and 3. Using these lemmas, Theorem 1 will show the probabilistic completeness of the MMS algorithm in this case.
In the following we consider points p, q such that dist(p, q) ≤ ρ. For each point we consider the balls centered at the points with radii ρ and ρ 2 . See Fig. 3 for an illustration. For an illustration see Fig. 4 .
Lemma 2
Let p and q be two points in C such that dist(p, q) ≤ ρ and letp andq denote their projection onto the xy-plane. Let m v ∈ M P be a vertical line induced by a two-dimensional point v on the xy-plane.
Proof Let v be a point on the xy-plane inside the disk of radius √ 3−1 2 ρ located midway betweenp andq (Fig. 5 ). By the triangle inequality
Hence v is ρ-intersecting for p. Symmetrically, v is ρ-intersecting for q.
Lemma 3 Let p, q be two points such that dist(p, q) ≤ ρ, m θ p , m θ q be two ρ 2intersecting layers of p and q respectively. Let m v be a ρ-connecting vertical line There exists a path γ p ,q between p and q such that
Proof We construct a path γ p ,q by concatenating five paths γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 , γ 4 as illustrated in Fig. 6 where:
• γ 1 is the segment connecting p and p v , the intersection of m θ p and m v • γ 2 is the segment connecting p v and p v , the projection of p onto the m v • γ 3 is the segment connecting p v and q v , the projection of q onto the m v • γ 4 is the path connecting q v and q v , the intersection of m v and m θ q • γ 5 is the segment connecting q v and q .
As discussed in Lemma 1 the points p , p v and p v are within B ρ (p). Thus γ 1 and γ 2 are contained in B ρ (p) due to convexity of B ρ (p). A symmetric argument applies for γ 4 and γ 5 with respect to B ρ (q).
Thus we are left to show that γ 3 ⊆ B ρ (p) ∪ B ρ (q): Recall that dist(p, q) ≤ ρ and therefore dist(p v , q v ) ≤ ρ. A pointp ∈ Im(γ 3 ) is either closer to p v or q v . Assuming, w.l.o.g, that it is closer to p v we conclude that dist(p, p v ) ≤ ρ/2. m v is ρ-intersecting, thus dist(p, p v ) ≤ √ 3ρ/2. As the segments (p, p v ) and (p v ,p) are perpendicular we apply the Pythagorean Theorem:
Theorem 1 Let a, b ∈ C free such that there exists a collision-free path γ a,b ∈ Γ of length L and clearance ρ between a and b. Then the probability of the MMS algorithm to return a path between a and b after generating n θ layers and n p vertical lines is: (p l ) may be constructed. This is done by concatenating adjacent paths. Moreover, as m θ 0 = m θ a and m θ l = m θ b , the path can start at a and terminate at b such that its distance from γ a,b is at most ρ hence it is in C free .
Let I 0 . . . I l−1 be a set of indicator variables such that each I i witnesses the event that there is a ρ-connecting vertical line mp i of p i and p i+1 . Let J 1 . . . J l−1 be a set of indicator variables such that each J i witnesses the event that there is a ρ 2 -intersecting layer of p i . It follows that MMS succeeds in answering the query (a, b) if I i = 1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and J j = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1. Therefore,
Pr
The events I i = 0 are independent since the vertical samples are independent. The events J j = 0 are independent since the layer samples are independent. Pr [I i = 1] = πr 2 for r = √ 3−1 2 ρ. Thus the probability that none of the n p uniform independent point samples falls in D r (p i+1 +p i 2 ) is Pr[I i = 0] = (1 − πr 2 ) n p for r = √ 3−1 2 ρ. Pr[J j = 1] = ρ. Thus the probability that none of the n θ uniform independent angle samples falls in [p j − ρ 2 , p j + ρ 2 ] is Pr[J j = 0] = (1 − ρ) n θ . Since the sampling is uniform and independent:
It follows that as n p and n θ tend to ∞, the probability of failing to find a path under the conditions stated in Theorem 1 tends to zero.
Implementation and Performance
This section gives further background and details of our implementation and compares this implementation with two versions of the PRM algorithm, which are implemented in OMPL [12] : the standard version using uniform sampling [22] ; and another one using obstacle based sampling [1] .
Implementation Details
The algorithm discussed in Sect. 3 is implemented in C++. It is based on CGAL's arrangement package, which is used for the geometric primitives, and the BOOST graph library [39] , which is used to represent the connectivity graph G. We next discuss the manifold decomposition methods in more detail.
Angle-Primitive The Angle-Primitive for a constraining angle θ (denoted P Θ (θ )) is constructed by computing the Minkowski sum of −R θ with the obstacles, where −R θ denotes R rotated by θ and reflected about the origin. The implementation is an application of CGAL's Minkowski sums package [40, C.24] . We remark that we ensure (using the method of Canny et al. [8] ) that the angle θ is chosen such that sin θ and cos θ are rational. This allows for an exact rotation of the robot and an exact computation of the Minkowski Sum.
Segment-Primitive
Limiting the possible positions of the robot's reference point r to a given segment s, results in a two-dimensional configuration space. Each vertex (or edge) of the robot in combination with each edge (or vertex) of an obstacle gives rise to a critical curve in this configuration space. Namely the critical curves are the set of all configurations that put the two features into contact, and thus mark a potential transition between C forb and C free . In this particular setting it turns out that all critical curves can be expressed as rational functions only. We therefore added exact support for rational functions to CGAL, which is available in CGALrelease 3.9 and higher. Compared to the currently fastest alternative, that of general algebraic curves [6] , we gained a speed up factor of about 4. For a full discussion of the occurring critical curves as well as further implementation details we refer the reader to [35] .
Experimental Results
We demonstrate the performance of our planner using three different scenarios. All scenarios consist of a workspace, a robot with obstacles and one query (source and target configurations). Figure 7 illustrates the scenarios where the obstacles are drawn in blue and the source and target configurations are drawn in green and red, respectively. All reported tests were measured on a Lenovo T420 with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7-2640M CPU processor and 8 GB of memory running with a Windows 7 64-bit OS. Preprocessing times are the average of 7 runs excluding the minimal and maximal values.
Algorithm Properties
Our planner has two parameters: the number n θ of layers to be generated and the number n s of segment constraints to be generated. We chose the following values for these parameters: n θ ∈ {10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320} and n s ∈ {2 i | i ∈ N, i ≤ 14}. For a set of parameters (n θ , n s ) we report the preprocessing time t (in seconds) and whether a path was found (marked ) or not found (marked ×) once the query was issued. The results for the flower scenario are reported in Table 1 . We show that a considerable increase in parameters has only a limited effect on the preprocessing time.
In order to test the effectiveness of our optimizations, we ran the planner with and without any heuristic for choosing segments and with and without segment filtering. The results for the flower scenario can be viewed in Table 2 . We remark that the engineering work invested in optimizing MMS yielded an algorithm comparable and even surpassing a motion planner that is in prevalent use as shown next. 
Comparison with PRM
We used the open motion planning library (OMPL) [12] for the implementations of the PRM algorithm. We chose to compare our planner to two variants of the PRM:
The first is the standard implementation where new samples are sampled uniformly from the configuration space (we denote this variant simply as PRM). The second, obstacle-based PRM or OBPRM [1] , biases samples near the boundary of obstacles. OBPRM was shown to perform better than PRM in many scenarios where narrow passages exist. We manually optimized the parameters of each planner over a concrete set. As with previous tests, the parameters for MMS are n θ and n s . The parameters used for the PRM are the number of neighbors (denoted k) to which each milestone should be connected and collision checking resolution (denoted res in Table 3 ). Furthermore, we ran the flower scenario several times, progressively increasing the robot size. This caused a "tightening" of the passages containing the desired path. Figure 8 demonstrates the preprocessing time as a function of the tightness of the problem for all planners. A tightness of zero denotes the base scenario (Fig. 7c) while a tightness of one denotes the tightest problem solved.
The results show a speedup for all scenarios when compared to the PRM implementations. Moreover, our algorithm has little sensitivity to the tightness of the problem as opposed to the PRM implementations. In the tightest experiment solved by the both PRM variants, MMS runs more than 58 times faster. We ran the experiment on a tighter scenario where both the PRM variants terminated due to insufficient memory, our algorithm's running time changed little for this scenario. 
Further Directions
Our primary goal is to use the MMS framework to solve progressively more complicated motion-planning problems. As suggested earlier, we see the framework as a platform for convenient transfer of strong geometric primitives into motion planning algorithms. For example, among the recently developed tools are efficient and exact solutions for computing the Minkowski sums of polytopes in R 3 [15, 17, 42] , for exact update of the sum when the polytopes rotate [31] , and for the exact construction of the configuration space of a rotating polyhedron [14] . These could be combined into an MMS for planning full rigid motion of a polytope among polytopes, which extrapolating from the current experiments could outperform more simplistic solutions in existence. We also wish to extend the scheme to the case of single query planning. We hope that these future efforts will help to establish the advantages of the framework over existing methods.
As part of our ongoing work we were able to report on the following results in [34] : (i) A recursive application of MMS in a six-dimensional configuration space, enabling the coordination of two polygonal robots translating and rotating amidst polygonal obstacles. In the adduced experiments for the more demanding test cases MMS clearly outperforms PRM, with over 20-fold speedup in a coordination-tight setting. (ii) A novel characterization of narrow passages that attempts to capture their dimensionality. (iii) Insights about the advantageous behavior of our approach in the presence of high-dimensional narrow passages. (iv) A probabilistic completeness proof for the most prevalent case, namely MMS with samples that are affine subspaces. However, it would be interesting to formalize the characteristics described in Sect. 2.1 in a way that could lead to a more general proof of probabilistic completeness.
Looking at more intricate problems, we anticipate some difficulty in turning constraints into manifolds that can be exactly and efficiently decomposed. We propose to have manifolds where the decomposition yields some approximation of the FSCs, using recent advanced meshing tools for example. Additionally, one may use approximate constructions of the Minkowski sum of two polyhedral models as presented by Lien [29] and Varadhan and Manocha [41] . We can endow the connectivity-graph nodes with an attribute describing their approximation quality. One can then decide to only look for paths all whose nodes are above a certain approximation quality. Alternatively, one can extract any solution path and then refine only those portions of the path that are below a certain quality.
Beyond Motion Planning
We foresee an extension of the framework to other problems that involve high-dimensional arrangements of critical hypersurfaces. It is difficult to describe the entire arrangement analytically, but there are often situations where constraint manifolds could be computed analytically. Hence, it is possible to shed light on problems such as loop closure and assembly planning where we can use manifold samples to analytically capture pertinent information of high-dimensional arrangements of hypersurfaces. Notice that although in Sect. 3 we used only planar manifolds, there are recently developed tools to construct two-dimensional arrangement of curves on curved surfaces [5] , which gives further flexibility in choosing the manifold families.
For supplementary material the reader is referred to our webpage http://acg.cs.tau. ac.il/projects/mms.
